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Abstract. Clinical informatics has been undergoing radical transformation. What are the causes 
and the drivers of this transformation? Which task can be solved well, and which cannot? How we 
should implement data analysis in clinical informatics projects in new reality? What is an im-
portance of interpretability (comprehensibility) and explanation of data analysis methods in clinical 
informatics? At the workshop, we will try to answer some of such questions and setup a framework 
for later discussion. 
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1 Introduction 

Clinical informatics (CI) [1] as a part of medical informatics has a deep development and a high impact 
on healthcare during the last years. Evidence-based medicine establishes one of the methodological 
foundations in modern CI. Evidence-based medicine (EBM) is the conscientious, explicit and judicious 
use of current best evidence in making decisions about the care of individual patients [2]. CI not only 
implements EBM principles with high effectiveness and automatizes many process in clinical practice 
but also improves patient safety [3]. Another foundation is a data gathering and analysis methodology 
that now is known as Data Science. Data Science is an interdisciplinary field that combines machine 
learning, statistics, advanced analysis, and programming. It is a new form of art that draws out hidden 
insights and puts data to work in the cognitive era [4]. 

In the report, we will focus on workflows of data analysis tasks in clinical informatics. Also, we 
consider modern achievements in adjacent domains that could influence goals, structure, methods and 
tools of such workflows: text and graph mining methods, image processing, modern databases and Big 
Data, interoperability of medical information systems and clinical decision support systems, etc. 
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2 Breakthrough in Clinical Informatics: New Reality 

A breakthrough in CI at 2013 (approximately) consists in several achievements in different fields with 
high synergy. 

1. Real open data in medical informatics.  See “Project Data Sphere” 
(http://www.projectdatasphere.org), “NCI's Genomic Data Commons” (http://gdc.cancer.gov), 
“BMJ Open Data” (http://www.bmj.com/open-data), etc. 

2. Integration of main medical ontologies.  See “UMLS” – the project for linking health information 
(http://www.nlm.nih.gov/research/umls); “SNOMED CT” – the most comprehensive, multilingual 
clinical healthcare terminology (http://www.snomed.org/snomed-ct); “MeSH” (Medical Subject 
Headings) – the thesaurus used for indexing articles for PubMed (http://www.nlm.nih.gov/mesh); 
“LOINC” – the international standard for identifying health measurements, observations, and docu-
ments (http://loinc.org/), “ICD-10-CM” – 10th revision of the International Statistical Classification 
of Diseases and Related Health Problems, Clinical Modification 
(http://www.cdc.gov/nchs/icd/icd10cm.htm);  “RxNorm” – normalized names for clinical drugs and 
links its names to many of the drug vocabularies (http://www.nlm.nih.gov/research/umls/rxnorm); 
etc.  It is interesting that previous breakthrough had took place near 1998 – almost 20 ears ago. 

3. Upsurge of interest in clinical decision support systems (CDSS) because of developments in data 
analysis and machine learning. 

4. Open API to access health data including API for mobile devices. For example, see Healthcare API 
catalog at ProgrammebleWeb (http://www.programmableweb.com/category/healthcare). 

5. Wide discussion of legislation changes. Even in Russia federal government at last approved so 
called “Bill on Telemedicine” [5] and the corresponding federal law will come into force from 2018. 

6. Close attention to data quality in general [6] and randomized controlled trials (RCT) results quality 
in particular [7]. See reproducibility, provenance, and data citation discussions and efforts [8,9]. 

7. First practical and scalable achievements in personalized medicine [10]. 

Finalizing this short list of the achievements we can postulate accomplished revolution which change 
constraints and abilities in CI. 

3 Data Analysis in Clinical Informatics 

We suggest following high-level systematization of medical data from the point of view of an analyst. 

1. Raw data, gathered by any healthcare institution in any case (frequently after a time and/or with 
hindsight). There is also a truism about 80% of unstructured data (see classical explanation by Seth 
Grimes [11]). 

2. Formalized online data, gathered in real-time in EHR systems, certified automated lab systems and 
other medical information systems on the laboratory/clinical center level. 

3. Demographic data, accumulated in citizen-oriented population registers on the regional/national-
wide level. 

4. Epidemiological data, for linking infectious diseases with geoinformation systems. 
5. RCT data, accumulated in special clinical registers while conducting randomized controlled trials 

(RCT). 
6. Data of meta-analyses, systematic review, and ontologies, as a highest level of formalized clinical 

knowledge. 
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7. Metaontologies and thesauruses, as sources of clinical entity’s description and semantic links be-
tween them. 

Now we have an ability to analyze effectively all kinds of data due to the last technological revolution 
in Data Science. Firstly, the comprehensible implementation of basic methods and workflows have been 
developed and extensively tested for numerical, textual, and multimedia clinical data. Secondly, “AI as 
a Service” approach has received recognition. The most significant examples are Microsoft Cognitive 
Services (http://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/services/cognitive-services) and IBM Watson Services 
(http://www.ibm.com/watson/products-services). Thirdly, new approaches for clinical information sys-
tems interoperability have been adopted by main vendors. Now we can have direct links between data 
producers like laboratory equipment, data warehouses like PACS, and analytics components. 

Consequently, new expectations and requirement are discussed during design and implementation of 
modern CDSSs as part of integrated clinical information systems. New generation of CDSSs becomes 
more intelligent and more interactive. Most of CDSSs also become more specialized, but they can be 
integrated through common ontologies.  

3.1 Well-explained methods of data analysis 

The choice of which data analysis methods to use for some problem became an important question. As 
an example of real world problems, we can mention recommendations for the users of the Microsoft 
Machine Learning Studio [12] and repository with walkthroughs, templates and documentation [13]. 

Form the clinician’s point of view, interpretability, durability and simplicity of the explanation of 
results are significant features of a data analysis method. In one recent article in MIT Technology Re-
view [14] you can see provocative subtitle: “No one really knows how the most advanced algorithms 
do what they do. That could be a problem.”. The illustrative discussion about classification tasks can 
be found in position paper by Alex A. Freitas [15] and a good survey on interpreting modern machine 
learning methods can be found in [16]. Some examples of clinical applications of different methods, 
form simple ANOVA [17] up to recurrent neural network [18], can also be mentioned. 

3.2  Latest projects, tools and data workflows 

In International laboratory for intelligent systems and structural analysis at National Research Univer-
sity Higher School of Economics we have developed several explanation-oriented methods and have 
implemented several software tools for data analysis with clinical informatics needs in mind. Most of 
our original methods are based on Formal Concept Analysis [19,20,21] for knowledge representation, 
modern statistics and machine learning.  

For example, N. Korepanova and clinicians from Dmitry Rogachev National Research Center of 
pediatric hematology, oncology and immunology [22] proposed the method of finding subgroups of 
patients with significant difference in efficiency between treatment strategies based on pattern structures 
[23]. The approach is not biased by local optimization heuristics and allows one to avoid binarization 
of attributes or using similarity measures on patients, which can result in artifacts [24]. This approach 
also builds a good foundation for solving adjacent tasks, for example, to develop recommender system 
for patient’s actions. 

For our software tools we use different platforms and software tools:  

1. Our original systems like FCART (formal concept analysis research toolbox) [25]. 
2. Various open source tools like programming environments Jupiter Notebook and R Studio, machine 

learning libraries XGBoost and CatBoost.  
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3. Proprietary tools for dealing with big data like Microsoft Azure Services: Microsoft notebooks, Mi-
crosoft Machine Learning Studio, Azure Storage, R Server, Power BI. 

Comprehensibility of our applications depends not only on chosen analysis methods but also on data 
workflow properties. We support dataset immutability principle, rich metadata management, and inter-
mediate results visualization. Also, we support integration of our tools with familiar clinician’s every-
day tools like Microsoft Excel. 

One of our next goals is to support the additional kinds of data sources. Illustrative example is 
CPACS – cardiology picture archiving and communication system – with a zoo of formats: SCP-ECG, 
HL7 aECG, GE Muse, PhilipsXML, EDF+ etc. [26]. Another goal is to support Arden syntax of HL7 
framework [27] for the next level of interoperability with clinical information systems. 

4 Conclusion 

In the report, we described the latest progress in clinical informatics and postulated revolutionary 
changes in last 4 years.   

We tried to cover the field and to show the real examples of discussions and projects, including the 
examples of research projects in International laboratory for intelligence systems and structural analysis 
at NRU HSE. 
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